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1

The few and scattered militant campus demonstrations in 1967 provoked

uneasiness and concern in Congress and the public but no clearZCall for

action. In 1968 with the proliferation of campus disruption across ,the

land, public opinion turned decidedly against demonstrations. By early

1969, 827. of the public called for expulsion of-college students who

broke laws while participating in campus demonstrations, and 847. thought

they should lose federal loans.
1

Essentially three issues faced Congress at this time: (1) Did Congress

have a clear rationale for involvement in campus affairs? (2) How could

Congress respond to the public's desire to halt campus disruptions? and

(3) How could Congress deter such disruptions? The-purpose of this

paper is to examine briefly each of these issues and then to analyze

how effective the federal aid cut-off riders were in curtailing cam-

pus disruptions and punishing student demonstrators.' A concluding section

will examine what tht author believes is a snore suitable alternative.

The Issues

Congressional opinion varied concerning the advisability of intervention

into campus affairs. Historically, the government had eschewed direct

involvement. Although in recent years thefederalgovernment had made

funds available in ever increasing amounts to studanti And. institutions

so that the benefits: of higher education could be more widely dispersed,

it had clearly repudiated any attempt to interfere with internal campus

1Gallup Poll results reported in The Chronicle of ifigher Education, March 24,
1969, p. 4.
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matters. By 1968, however, a number of Congressmen, perturbed about

campus disruption and feeling the pressure of public opinion, felt .

that Congress had an obligation to intervene: The most obvious ra-

tionale for such intervention was. that Congress should exercise.respon-

sible control over the expenditure of federal funds. Congressmpn

Scherle (Rep. - Iowa) called for the termination of Federal aid to

students who engaged in. campus disruption.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot for the life of me understand why the tax-
payers of this country should be forced to finance illegal activity
at our colleges and universities throughout this country The
taxpayers of this country have paid a great deal of money to educate
youngsters and I do not see why they Would be asked to continue to
pay for the frivolity and the riots and the demonstrations that we
have had running rampant throughout this country.3

He also urged termination of funds to institutions whose administrators

lack "the guts to discipline (their) own."4

It could be argued, however, that federal funds were not being misused

since (1) it was unclear how many of the tiny group responsible for the

disruptions were direct beneficiaries of federal aid and (2) even those

who did demonstrate spent only a small fraction of their time engaging

in militancy. A similar argument can be made about the
.

relationship between federal grants to faculty members and institutions

and violent campus demonstrations. Although some Congressmen like Scherle

Section 804 of the 1965 Higher EducationAct.dtates:

"Nothing contained in this Act shall be cynstrued to authoriie any depart-
ment, agency, officer, or employee of ihskUnited States to exercise any
direction, supervision, or control over the curriculum, program of insiruc7
tion, administration, or personnel of any educational institution, or over
the selection of library resources by any educational institution."
79 Stat. 1270 (1965)

.3114 Cong: Rec. 23,360 (1968).

4
Stated during questioning of Dr. Nathan Pusey,, Piesident of Harvard Univer7
sity, before the Special Subcommittee of the Houma Committee on Education

and-abor; Hearings on Campus Unrest, 91st Cong., 1st Session, p.740 (1969).



felt that Congress indeed had every reason to become directly involved in

campus affairs over the disruption issue, it is difficult to sustain such.

precedent-shattering action. A much stronger Case can be made for indirect

Congressional action, as this paper will seek to point out.

Thus, those who'did urge intervention. seemed to be reacting from an

emotional --- and political --- position. Consequently, these Congress-

men varied in their specific prOposals, dependent in part upon how seri-

ous they viewed the situation to be. Senator John L. McClellan (Dem. -

Ark.) introduced a bill providing criminal sanctions against those -who

disrupt a federally assisted eollege or university.
5

A number of bills

were introduced during this period to cut off all federal funds to in-
,

stitutions experiencing campus disruptions, while other Congressmen

sought broad anti-riot legislation based on Congress' power to regulate

interstate commerce. A more restrained approach was taken by those urg-

ing Congress to do no more than render increased'assidtance to states in

law enforcement.

These and similar proposals met with varying degrees of political success,

primarily because a bipartisan band of House liberals, most of them mem-

bers of the House Education and Labor Committee, effectively blocked or

modified passage of many of.the measures.
6

The actions of the House liberals and the reluctance of the Senate to be-

5
Details of the proposal reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education,
Aug. 11, 1969, p. 2.

6
For the tactics and successes of,this group, see 25,Cong. Q. Almanac, pp.
728-9 (1970).



coming entangled with higher education in any respect limited Congressional

action to financial aid sanctions against students. who participate in cam-

pus disruptions. It was Congress' desire that .sanctions against these

students would act as a deterrent to those who might be tempted. to engage.

in.riotous behavior. It was Also hoped that this action would satisfy the

public's desire for effective governmental response to what they viewed. as

anarchy occurring on'the nation's campuses.

The Provisions

The model provisiona7 which were successfully added to various appropria-

tion and authorization measures (and thus avoided factional House debate),

are section 504(a) and (b) of the 1968 Higher Education Act7, section 411

of the 1968 Department of Health, Education and. Welfare Appropriational

Act
8

, and the so called "independent riderd Coverage eventually extended

to all federal student aid programa except Programs administered by the

Veterans Adminiitration and programa-under Social Security.

Section 504 (a) and (b) require:
t ,

...,.. $
,

."Part A. If an institution of higher education determines, after
affording notice and opportunity for hearing to an individual attend-
ing, or employed by, such institution, that such individual has been
convicted by any. court of record of any crime which Was' committed after
the date of enactment. of this Act and. which involved the use of (or

7
Pub. L. No. 90-575, 82 Stat. 1062 (1968).

8
Pub. L. No. 90-557, 82 Stat. 995 (1968).

9Departments of Labor, and Health, Education and Welfare, and Related Agencies
1970 Appropriation Act #407, 84 Stat. 48 (1970); Departments of State, Jus-
tice, and Commerte, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies 1970 Appropriation
Act #706, 83 Stat. 427 (1969)..



assistance to others in the use of) force, disruption, or'the seizure',
of property under control of any institution of higher education to
prevent officials or students in such institution from engaging in
their duties or pursuing their studies, and that such crime was of a
serious nature and contributed to a substantial distuption of the admini-
stration of the institution with respect to which such crime was committed,
then the institution which such individual, attends, or is employed by,.
shall deny for a period of 2 years any further payment of, or for'the di-
rect benefit of, such individual under(here'the rider states which pro-
grams it covers). If an institution denies an individual assistance
under the authority of the preceeding sentence of this subsection, then.
any institution which such individual subsequently attends shall-deny for
the remainder of the 2 year period any further payment to, or-for the
direct benefit of, such individual under any of the programs (here the
rider states which programs it covers).

"Part B. If an institution of higher education determines, after afford-
ing notice and opportunity for hearing to an individual attending, or
employed by, such institution,,that such individual has Willfully re-
fused to obey a lawful regulation or order of such institution after
the dAte of enactment of this Act, and that such refusal was, of a serious
nature and contributed to a substantial disruption of the administration
of such institution, then such institution shall deny, for a period of 2
years, any further payment to, or for the direct benefit of, such in-
dividual under (here the rider states which programs it covers)."

Section 504 has been called the "school-administered" rider because it

required the institution to determine whether federal aid should be ter-

minated.
10

Section 411 requires:

"No part of the funds appropriated under this Act shall be used to
provide a loan, guarantee of a loan or a grant to any applicant who
has been convicted by any court of general jurisdiction of any crime
which involves the use of or the assistance to others in the use of
force, trespass, or the seizure of property under controlslf any in!..
stitution of.higher education to prevent officials or students at
such an institution from engaging in.their duties or pursuing their
studies." .

10
This and the following terminology in regard to these provisions have been
adapted from Robert Haddock'S thorough review of this legislation. His
article, "Federal Aid to Education: Campus Unrept Riders," appears in
Stanford Law Review 22: 1094 (May, 1970).

8



Section 411 has been caned the "self7executing" rider since it is not

clear whether the institution or a federal agency is to implement its

provisions.

The "independent rider," like the self-executing rider above, is not com-

pletely clear on whomthe burden of its enforcement falls)]. Unlike Sec-

tion 504 (a) and Section 411, it makes no reference, to conviction by any

court.of record and thus calls for an "independent" determination of ap-

plicability. Its provisions are as follows:

"Part A. No part of the funds appropriated under this Act shall be
used to provide a loan gUarantee of a loan, grant, the salary'of, or
any remuneration whatever to, any individual applying for admission,

attending, employed byy teaching at or doing research at an institution
of higher education who has engaged in conduct on or after August 1, 1969,
which involves the use of (or the assistance to others in the use of)
.force or the threat of force or the seizure of property under the control
of an institution of higher education, to require or prevent the avail-
ability of a certain curriculum, or to prevent the faculty, administra-
tive officials orstudents in such institutions from engaging in their
duties or pursuing their studies at such institution.

"Part B. Provided, That such limitation upon-Ole, use of money appro-

priated in this Act shall not apply to a particular individual until

the appropriate institution of highet education at which such conduct

occurred shall have had the opportunity to initiate or has completed

such proceedings as it deems appropriate but which are not dilatory in

order to determine whether the provisions 'of this limitation upon the

use of appropriated funds shall apply:. Provided further, That such in-

stitution shall certify to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel=

fare at quarterly or semester intervals that it is in compliance with

this provision."

As previously indicated, Section 504 (a) and (b) and Section 411 (but not

the independent rider) have been added to a number. of authorization and

appropriation acts since their advent.
12

This paper will ,not attempt to

11
Part B.Was not applied to the 1970 HEW Appropriation Act. See explana-
tory note 26 in Ibid.,p.1:00.

12
See Appendix attached to Ibid note that this Appendix does not cover

post-1970 acts.

9



detail their history except to note that the 1972 Higher Education Act

continues the thrust of 504 in its Section 497, "Eligibility for'Student

Assistance."

The Limited Effectiveness of the Aid Cutoff Riders

Statistically, the federal cutoff riders were not very successful. The

Office of Education reported in October, 1969, that while 361 students at

68 institutions (out of 2200).lost benefits through action taken by cam-

pus officials the previous year, only 50-stddents were deprived of benefits'

under the federal cutoff laws,'49 of them losing aid under Section 504 (a)

and 0).
13

From July, 1969, through June of 1970, 430 students lost feder-

al aid, 40 of them under the terms of federal anti-disruption statutes.14

Throughout this period, the federal legislation covered 1.5 million stu-

dents.

Nor can it be shown that this legislation had a significant deterrent ef-

fect on campus disruption. Student protest demonstrations increased in

frequency through 1969 and 1970, lessening to the 1968-1969 level in aca-

demic year 1970-71.
15

13
The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 20, 1969, p. 2.

14lbid.,
October 26, 1970, p. 2.

15
The 1968-69 figures, compiled by Alan E. Bayer and Alexander W. Astin of

1

10

(cont. next page)
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Mere are five major reasons for the ineffectiveness of thii legislation.

1. Few students were actually covered by the laws.

2. Availability of alternate means of financial assistance to those

who were covered.

3. The burdens of administrating the cutoff riders.

4. Negative impact of this legislation on the college community.

5. Limited support for the riders in and out of government.

First, the'federal riders actually applied'to few individuals since many

demonstrators didn't receive federal aid. In fact, a number of observors

have pointed out that many of the most radical campus leaders have come

from middle incomeor wealthy families16 Viewing the cutoff statues with

"deep concern," the American Bar Association Commission on Campus Govern-

ment and Student. Protest warned that the laws "could operate in a dis-

15 (cont.)

16

the American Council on Education, reveal that only about

the Nation's campuses experienced violent and non-violent

that year. See their article "Violence and Disruption on

1968-69" in Educational Record, Fall, 1969.

In "New Evidence of Campus
ter, 1971, Astin indicates
siderably underestimated.
in 1969-70, more than 9000
65% of all institutions of

22% of
demonstrations
the U.S. Campus,

Unrest 1969-70" also in Educational Record, Win-
that the figures for phe previous year were,con-

Using new sampling techniques, ht concludes that

campus demonstrationkoccurred involving about

higher edncation.

Using these same sampling techniques, Astin reports tfiat for the 1970-71
academic year, campus disruption declined to just below the level of the

1968-69 period, when, using the revised estimate, he indicates approxiMately

50% of the colleges experienced disruptioni,'a figure considerably higher

than the 22% previously reported for this year. See Time, Oct. 4, 1971, p. 74,

The Urban Research Corporation; as reported in the Apri16, 1970, Chronicle
of Higher Education, found that between mid-January and March 23, 1970,
violence occurred in 23% of the protests as compared with 20% during the
same period a year before. More major incident" of student protest occurred
during the 1970 period, but with more than half of them occurring on cam-
puses that had not had protests before. In short, campus protest seemed

to have spread. Astin reports the same conclusion in the Time article.

See, for example, Richard Flacks "The Liberated Generation: An Explora-
tion of the toots of Student Protest" in the Journal of Social Issues,
Vol. 23, No. 3, 1967.

11



criminatory manner because they could apply only to those who receive

federal financial aid, a specific class of needy students."
17

By "operating in a discriminatory manner," the riders may have run afoul

of the Constitutional equal protection provisions read into the 5th Amend-

ment, which applies to Congress. In the past the Supreme Court has treated

de jure classifications by government affecting race and ethnicity as "sus-

pect.
,18

. More recently, the Court has expanded the equal protection doc-

trine to include "fundamental interests" individuals have. The:Court has

held that the government cannot regulate these interests unless it has a

compelling reason.
19

Reasonable regulations of fundamental interests (e.g.,

a half-time elementary school attendance law) may be judged unconstitutional

.if they have a de facto disproportionate impact upain a particular group (e.g.,

possibly the poor).
20

As applied to the cutoff riders, the argument would be that Congress can

show no compelling reason for such legislation which disproportionately

affects a poor student's fundamental interest in obtaining a college

education. While a discussion of the legal arguments surrounding this

assertion is beyond the scope of this paper, suffice it to say that the

facts that it is a college

17
The Chronicle of Higher Education, February 24, 1970, p. 3.

18
Korenatsu v. U.S., 324 U.S. 214, p.216 (1944).

19
Tinker v. Des Moines School District 393 U.Sig503 (1969).

20
Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, p.668 (1966).

12
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and not a high school education which the legislation affects and that a

student has.other sources of funds if federal aid is terminated appear to

weaken this argument considerably.
21

A further reason for the limited applicability of the cutoff riders is that
-

-only a few students receiving federal funds could legally be Subject to the.

sanctions. Testifying before the House Subcommittee on Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare Secretary Robert Finch pointed out that, Many, if

not' most,of these (federal aid recipients who are involved in campus dis-

orders) are minors, and under applicable State law, may frequently be sub-

ject only to juvenile court proceedings. In no state does such a proceed-
,

ing result in criminal conviction."
22

Without'"conviction by a court of

record" as specified in Section 504 (a) and Section 411, no action could

be taken under these statutes.

The second major reason for the marked degree of Ineffectiveness of this

legislation was that alternative means of aid were available to students

covered by the statutes. Therefore one may confidently speculate that

some campus financial aid officials may have given known campus activists

non-federal financial assistance to begin with, thus'avoiding.the issue

entirely.

21_
For a more detailed constitutional analysis of federal campus unrest
legislation, see Joseph Cox "Higher Education and the Student Unrest
Provisions," Ohio State Law Journal 31:111 (1970). For both federal
and state legislation, see Gregory Keeney "Aid to Education,` Student
Unrest, and Cutoff Legislation: An Overview," University of Pennsylvania

Law Review 119:1003 (May, 1971). Cox finds this'type of legislation con-
stitutional; Keeney does not.

22Hearings, supra at 534.
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Thirdly, the burdens placed on campus administrators undoubtedly caused

'a number of them to eyade implementing the riders. As we have seen; it

is difficult to know for sure what Congress intended by this legislation.

During his testimony before the House Subcommittee on Education; Secretary

Finch indicated how inconsistent and confusing the federal riders were:

. . . under Section 504, before a student can be disqualified for
'assistance, the university lias to find his crime was "of a serious
nature," and contributed to a substantial disruption of the admini-
stration of the institution. Those particular findings are not re-
quired under section 411. In this and other respects; section 504.
(a) confers somewhat greater discretion on institutions of higher
education than section 411.

A student against whom an adverse determination is made under sec-
tion 504 (a) is disqualified from receiving assistance under the
relevant programs for a petiod of two years.. Under section 411. .

the disqualification would be permanent.

Moreover, the applicability of section 411 may turn-on'the nature of
the convicting court. Thus, a student subjected to a section 504 pro-
ceeding may suffer somewhat different consequences than a student whose
assistance is terminated under section 411.23

Nor did Mr. Finch's agency clarify all of the inconsistencies through

legislative guidelines issued to campus administrators. For example, sec-

tion 411 makes no mention of enforcement by campus officials andthus debat-

ably requires implementation'from Washington. HEW took such a literal in-

terpretation until March 22, 1969, when a letter-to campus presidents from

Sedretary Finch delegated responsibility of enforcement to educational in-

stitutions.
24

However, the "independent rider".attached to the 1970 HEW
. ,

Appropriation Act has been interpreted by Secretary Finch as depending. upon

HEW for administration. 25

23
Hearings, supra, pp. 540-41.

24
See Cox,'supra, p.116 and Haddock, supra, p.1099!

25
Haddock, lam, p.1100. This law review article is extremely illuminating
in detailing the inconsistencies and confusions surrounding this legislation.

14
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In actual situations, the task of interpreting these statues became

nearly insurmountable. In his article in the Stanford'Lawiteview,

Robert Haddock traces the issues a campus official would have had to

face if a student receiving an educational opportunity grant'were to

have been convicted in May, 1969, for breaking a window in what the

university, later determined was a 6:in-disruptive act:

. . . his conduct falls within the reach of both a school-admini

stered and self-executing rider. The university must then reconcile
the differences between the two. Reconciliation, however, is diffi-.

cult. Does the school terminate aid because there was "force," as
stipulated in the self-executing appropriation rider, or does it re-
frain from doing so because the crime was not "of a serious-mature"
Wand did not contribute to a, "substantial disruption," as required

. by the school-administered'authorization rider ? - And ifthe universitY
does withdraw aid, should the termination period balor 2 years, as
provided for in the school administered rider, or for an Unspecified
period of time, as permitted by the self-eXetuting rider? Does the-

authorization rider take precedence because it is permanent legisla-

tion? Or does the rider that metes out the stricter punishMent,
even if it is the appropriation rider?26

With an interpretive task of this magnitude facing beleagured campus offi-

cials during the 1968-1971 period, it is not surprising that few students

lost federal aid under the cutoff. riders.

Campus officials were also heavily burdened by the voluminous bookkeeping

necessaryin implementing the statutes. Robert Haddock offers this atriking

'commentary on the subject.

For example, suppose that at the end' of fiscal year 1969 a school
has not distributed all of the money given to It to fund student
work-study grants in.that year. When it receives its fiscal 1970
funds, it'must segregate them from the funds left over:from 1969
and keep track of whith students were receiving ,Which year's funds,
since a self - executing rider applies to the 19694money and an in-
dependent rider applies to the 1970 money.

26Haddock, supra, p.1101.

15
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This accounting becomes particularly difficult in two cases. The
first arises when a school deals with an agency that does not spend
all its appropriated money in one year but accumulates it for use
in future years. This fotces a school, in addition to having to
keep track of its own'backlog of funds, to find out if the money it
is receiving from the agency in any given year'waS appropriated in
that year or appropriated in some past year and backlogged by. the
agency. A second difficult accounting situation occurs in dealing
with federal loans. If a student receives an NDEA loan in,1969 and
one in 1970, the 1969 loan ia subject to the self-eiecuting rider

attached to the. 1969 HEW Appropriation Act, and the 1970 loan is sub-
ject to the independent rider attached to the 1970 HEW Appropriation
Act.

The student then graduates and in 1971 begins to repay the loans. Un-'
der the present program an educational institution that receives repap-
ments on federal loans can use them to make further loans. But how
should those subsequent leans be treated? Is loan money appropriated-
in 1969 and 1970 and repaid in 1971 subject to the unrest provision
applying to funds, appropriated in 1971 (assuming that Congress passes
a 1971 rider)? If the latter,' how does the School determine which
part of the repayment in 1971 was for money borrowed in 1969-and which
part was for money borrowed in 197Q? And how iS the interest paid on
these loans treated? Neither Congress nor the federal agencies have-
offered any guidelines for such situations.27

The cutoff riders also placed a heavy burden on already overtaxed campus

judicial machinery. Many institutions had come into the activist era with

woefully inadequate student disciplinary procedures. Even for those in -,

stitutions with more workable judicial systems, the threatened extra

case load resulting from. implementation of the language of the statutes

may have been sufficient, I believe, to deter campus administrators from

avid cooperation with the government. For example, Hopkins and Myers writ-

ing in the Case Western Reserve Law Review describe the interpretive task

facing an instiution holding a hearing undersections 504 as follows. :.

27
Ibid., pp. 1102-1103.

16
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The institution. . . must find that the individual's conduct meets

five tests (under 504 (a)): (1) the conduct must be such as to war-
rant court conviction for commission of a "crime"; (2) the "crime"
must involve "the use of(or assistance to others' in the use of)
force, disruption, or the seizure of property under control of any
institution of higher education"; (3) the conduct must "prevent
officials or students in such institution from engaging iii their
duties or pursuing their studies"; (4) the "crime" must be "of a
serious nature"; and (5) the "crime" must "contribute to a substan-
tial disruption of the administration of the institution with respect
to which such crime was committed". . . Likewise, to have assistance
terminated under 504 (b), an,individual must engage in conduct meet-
ing three tests: (1) he or she must have "willfully refused to obey
a lawful regulation or order of (the) institution"; (2) Such refusal

must have been "serious"; and (3) it must have "contributed to a
substantial disruption of the administration of (the) institution.'"

In the only federal case to date dealing specifically with the federal

cutoff_riders, a three-judge federal district court in Illinois recently

invalidated Section 504 as being too broad and vague, and thus violating

students' First Amendment rights of freedom of speech, assembly and associa-

tion. The court did not challenge Congress' right to pass such legislation

but stipulated that the standards for aid termination must be sufficiently

precise to guarantee that constitutionally protected rights not be infringed.29

Faced with this difficult interpretive task at the time, it is possible

that many campuses avoided the issue entirely by not holding hearings.

It is equally likely that in the lace of the all-or-nothing nature of the

penalty, many college officials "looked the other way" when confronted

with conduct that would deserve a lessor sanction,particularly under sec-

tion 504 (b) and the independent rider where noConviction by a courtof

28
B.R. Hopkins and J.H. Myers "Government Response to Campul Unrest",
Case Western Reserve-Law Review, 22:408, April, 1971,

29
Jeanne Rasche v. Board. of Trustees of the UnitiermitSr.of Illinois, U.S.
Dictrict Court, Northern District of Illinoit,astern Division, Dkt.
No. 71.c. 2959,December,21, 1972.

17
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'record is required.
30

Note that in light of other recent Supreme Court decisiong requiring

procedural due process be accorded students before disciplinary action

take place
31

, is is clear that hearings were required under these latter

riders. The fact that the other provisions required hearings is further

indication that 504 (b) and the indepe.ndent rider slkould have been read

in this manner. If nothing else, the lack of any provision for a hear-

ing in some of the legislation and the provisions stipulating two heir-f

ings in other legislation indicates how hastily these Congressional

statutes were put together.

It should also be noted that where two hearings are required as in 504 (a)

and section 411, one before a court of record,and the second on campus,

the time lapse between conviction and completion of the campus hearing

might be many months
32

30 . .

According to its statement of April 28, 1968, reprinted in.Hearings, supra:
p. 411, the American Association of University Professors feared that many'
campus officials would so react "not because of any improper disregard for
the adherence to its (the government's) regulations, but because it is a
normal human response to recoil from imposing sanctions which appear to 'be ,

excessive in relation to the harm caused by the individual accused,"-p. 414.

31
3ee Dixon v. Alabama State Board of Education, 294 F.2d 150(1961). Leading
cases dealing with termination of.welfare payments also stipulate that no -.
tice and a hearing are necessary. See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397. U.S. 254 (1970)
and Wheeler v. Montgomery, 397 U.S.. 280 decided the same day. Since thecon-
sequences of aid termination to students may be as serious as the consequences,
flowing from school discipline (Dixon) and termination of welfare paymentst,
would appear that a hearing is in order. For a detailed discussion of this
issue see. Keene, "Aid to Education, Student Unrest, and Cutoff Legislation: An
Overview," op.cit., p, 1028.

32
In his testimony before the House Subcommittee on Education, Secretary Finch
indicated that it would not be unusual for several years-to.go by before
the legal issues could be finally resolved. Hearings, supra, ]p.532.
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Fourthly, the discriminating nature of the sanctions coupled with their

punitive nature may actually halie induced some students to take up a

more active role in demonstrations as a numberof Congressional critics

had feared. The National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of

Violence (Eisenhower Commission) concluded that "'(i)f aid is withdrawn

from even a few students in a manner that the campus views as unjuit,

the result may be to radicalize a much larger number by convincing them

that existirg government institutions are as inhumane as the revolution -

airier claim."
33

Although there is no clear way of ascertaining whether

this legislation had such an effect, the possibility is plausible enough

to call into question the advisdbility of passing such restrictive legis-

lation at a time of intensified emotional stress. The fact that demonstra-

tions increased after passage of these riders is a further reason to Pow.

der the wisdom of this legislation.

A final factor explaining the ineffectiveness of federal cutoff riders is

the lack of support coming from both the political and:academic worlds.

The Johnson Administration in particular was opposed to this kind of legis-

lation. In a statement. released just prior to his leaving office, former

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Wilbur' J.. Cohen came out strongly

against cutoff riders.

. . . I have serious doubts as.to the wisdom and appropriateness of
the recently enacted student unrest provisions. In my view, they
may impair the development of needed improvements in communication
among administrators, faculty, and Students on =arty ofour campuses,
as well as do fasting injury to the delicate balance between govern-
ment and university wIlich underlies our system of federal assistance
to higher education.34

33_.
-rhe Chronicle of Higher Education, Jun16, 1969, p% 8.

34
Reprintea in Hearings, supra, p. 31.
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The Nixon Administration was less outspoken in its opposition, but over-

tones of displeasure were clear in public statements both by the President

and by Secretary Finch, even though both men tailored-their public pro-

noUncements to have strong political impact on the man in the street.
35

The President in his Message on Higher Education in March of 1970 said

hi opposed punitive statutes because "(i)n the first place they won't

work, and if they did work they would in that very process destroy what

they nominally seek to preserve."36

.r

With this kind of opposition from the Executive Branch, it is not sur-

prising that administrative agencies like HEW and OE were slow to clarify

ambiguities.

.:1F47
ThroughoUtthia,petiod, the Office of Education denounced the cutoff

riders as an attempt "to utilize the power of, the federal purse to con-

trol what is and should be essentially a matter of internal university

administration. . . .""37

In Congress, aside from', lukewarm Senate support and open opposition from

House liberals, the cause of financial aid sanctions was further hindered

by a report in the fall of 1969 issued by '22 House Republicans, who had

toured more than'50 campuses the precedingsummer. In their statement,

the legislators cautioned against "rash legislation"which -plays "di-

rectly into the hands of hardcore revolutionaries. '''
38

The lack of Con-

35
The Chronicle of Higher Education, April 7, 1969, p. 4.

36
Text reprinted-in Ibid., March 23, 1970, p. 1.

37Ibid., October 14, 1968, p. 2.

33Ibid., January 5, 1970, p. 7.
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gressional consensus and leadership, undoubtedly contributed to the in-

effectiveness of the legislation. It is likely that more than one Con-

gressman was content with the cutoff riders, knowing that while they

could not be administered efficiently even under the best of circumstances

they were politically expedient: the appearance of taking action would go

a long way to placate public opinion.

Virtually every independent professional group and blue-ribbon panel

studying campus violence made recommendations against this type of Con-

gressional action. Typical of the type of conclusion reached.by the likes

of the Eisenhower Commission, the Scranton Commission, the AAUP, and the

ACLU is this statement, dated April 18, 1969, by the American Council.on-

Education:.

Violations of criminal law mist be dealt with through the ordinary
processes of the law, and universities must attempt to deal with
disruptive situations firmly befote they reach the stage of police
action. Governmental attempts to deal with-these problems through
special punitive legislation will almost certainly be counter-pro-
ductilie.39

The ineffectiveness of the provisions was assured: hen' campus officials

found them so hastily drawn as to be unworkable. Far all the reasons pre-

viously cited in this paper,, it is aafe to presume that many institutions

utilized the very weaknesses inherent in this legislation "to frustrate

Congress' intended sanction by finding that kn'individual's -otherwise

disruptive conduct (did) not meet all of the requirements for a denial

of federal assistance,"
40

It is difficult to find any other explanation

39
Complete statfmment reprinted in Hearings, supra, p. 598.

40
Hopkins and Myers, supra, p.426-27.
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for the paucity of aid denials taking place under these Congressional.

provisions, -

Conclusion

After reviewing the political implications of the federal riders dealing

with student unrest, one cannot escape the conclusion that "campus unrest

becomes an exceedingly perplexing, murky, and often viscerally disturbing

social condition, beyond the bounds of legislative or federal administrit-

five regulations."
41 The fact that campus unrest apparently has disappeared

as quickly as it arose does not lessen concern for the 'proper role the feder-

al-government ought to play it this area. With social conditions changing

more rapidly than ever, campus unrest is likely to reappear at some point

in the future. And when it does, Congress will again be beseiged with

calls for action.

Whatever policy the federal government follows, a basic prerequisite is

consistency. Much of the ineffectiveness of the-legislation under study

stems from the confusing nature of the various provisions, resulting in

reluctance of campus officials to implement the statutes. As Hopkins and

Myers conclude,

From a purely administrative standpoint;. a. single federal statute

imposing conditions on federal assistance to. students, faculty,

and even institutions would be considerably preferable to a:,host

of differing, overlappying provisions. . .42

41Hopkins and Myers, supra, p.413.

42
Hopkins and Myers, supra, p.435.
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A consistency argument can be brought, against Section 497 of the Higher

Education Act of 1972, since that provision incorporates Section 504

whose subsections (a) and (b) 'represent different approaches to the same

legislative end.

More. basic to the entire issue, however, is the proper role of 'government

vis-a-vis campus unrest. Punitive legislation of the type represented by

the cutoff riders is both unwise and unworkable. Congress, I believe,

ought to leave the administration.of college campuses, including,disci-

plinary procedures and sanctions, to the educators. Campus disruption

does not offer It sufficient rationale for Congress to break its tradi-

tional role of non-involvement in campus affairs.

There are three actions, however, which Congress can take which ,will in-

directly assist harrassed campus authorities. First, Congress ought to

stipulate in all student/faculty financial aid legislation that federal

aid may be terminated if, after a hearing, campus authorities deem such

-
termination an appropriate remedy.

43
All other riders ought to be al -lowed

to expire; section 497 ought to be deleted from the 1972 Education Amendment..

43
Congress had such a policy previous to the enactment of the mandatory
cutoff riders in 1968. According to a preirious provision written into
a three year authorization of federal programs, an institutionApf higher
learning could terminate federal aid to a student who had been convicted
by a court of record or had willfully refused to obey a lawful campus re!,
gulation. Aid termination was dependent upon notice and a hearing. See
The Chroncile of Higher Education, October 14, 1968, p. 1.
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Secondly, in the face of escalating, campus disrupt/ion and violence,

Congress ought to consider enacting measures which can lessen forms of

extreme violence, e.g., laws prohibiting interstate transportation of

explosives.
44

Thirdly, when widespread disruption threatens, Congress should* recommend

that the Executive Branch take certain action to assist local police and

campus officials separately and in concert develop effective strategies

to cope with escalating violence on and off campus.
45

Congressional.re-

44
*This specific recommendation'was contained in the final report of the

President's Commission on Campus Unrest (Scranton Commission). See the

reprint of the full text in The Chronicle.of Higher_Education, October 5,

1970. -President Mixon sent a bill to Congress asking for strengthening

of existing laws on explosives control on March 25. The bill became part

ofthe 1970 Omnibus Crime Control Act but was dropped in conference.

1970 Cong. Q. Almanac, pp: 551-2.

411ostly independent of Congress, the Justice Department has taken the
following actions relative to campus violence since 1968:

1. Provided assistance to college administrators through its Community'

Relations Service in the form of trained mediators.

2, Assisted local police departments in developing know-how to deal

with campus disturbance. The 1968 Omnibus Crime Control.and Safe Street
Act, PL. 90 -351, 825564.197, set up the Law Enforcpment Assistance Commis -

sion within the Department of Justice which has provided this service.
See Baxter "Faculty and Government Roles in Campus Unrest," 50 Educational"

Record pp.418-19 (1969), for a detailed suggestion concerning the role of

local police in dealing with campus disruption.
3. Recommended that campus administrators establish working relations

with local police and judicial officials: In testimony before the House
Subcommittee on Education, Attorney-General John Mitchell stated that in
his Law Day Speech of September, 1969, he " recommended that the college

administrators have liaison with local law enforcement agencies to have
a plan (to deal with campus violence)." He also recommended that "college

administrators go into the courts. . . to provide for law enforcement. . .

rather than having (them) trying to work in an extra territorial area at
the college campuses in these areas where they do not have the expertise."
Hearings, sunrat.p.875- 876.

The Office of Health, Education and Welfare, as well as the Office of
Education, has also provided numerous services pertaining to campus dis-
ruption to campus administrators. See testimony by Secretary Robert Finch

in Hearings, Aura.
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commendations have power in their own right, as the notorious Gulf of

Tonkin Resolution so clearly demonstrates.

This kind of limited Congressional action allows campus officials the

discretion and the opportunity to "put their own house in ordef." More

importantly, it keeps the federal government frOrm directly' nterfering

with the administration of higher education, an interference which works

to the disadvantage of both, as the campus unrest riders so aptly demon-

state.
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